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Superior for all rentals
Moving one-way? Then your best selection to handle your upcoming move is the 26-foot
moving truck (Jumbo Hauler) or 24-foot moving truck (Great Hauler). These rental moving
trucks can easily, safely and smoothly handle up to seven rooms of household goods. There's
more than enough capacity to carry those little extras you might have to leave behind now... and
pay to replace later. Also, our exclusive Mom's Attic (the extra storage space we provide directly
above the cab) is the perfect place to transport your most delicate possessions.

  

Even if you're making a local move, larger is better. More floor space lets you stack lower and
spread things out. So even if you don't need every inch of space, you'll find that all this extra
room takes the real work out of loading and unloading. And the extra space means fewer trips,
too.

  

Small loads made easy
Great for carrying people, deliveries and small loads, the U-Haul cargo moving van is a great
rental option for small In-Town moves while the U-Haul pickup moving truck is great for home
improvement projects, deliveries and other small loads.
Reserve one today!
In-town® moves only

  

Exclusive features
Loading has never been easier, thanks to our low decks. U-Haul moving trucks are specifically
built close to the ground. Plus, our loading ramps – the widest in the industry – reduce the time
and effort needed to take your belongings in and out of the moving truck.

  

Convenient, padded rub rails with integral tie-downs on every interior wall, smooth decks and
plenty of other built-in features make you feel right at home. There's ample legroom, headroom
and stretch room. Plus, our air conditioning is sure to help you keep your cool on a summer
moving day.

  

The Gentle-Ride Suspension U-Haul moving trucks ensure that even your most delicate
possessions benefit from gentle cross-town or cross-country transportation. We're sure you'll
think it's the smoothest ride available in any do-it-yourself moving truck.
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